ON DEMAND
Are you ready to take the
next step in your Career?
Earn the Internationally
®
recognized LEED v4
Green Associate credential
to equip yourself with
important foundational
information on green
building principles and
practices.
Upon completion of this
course, participants will
be able to:
Explain the various
®
LEED Rating
Systems, categories,
and Minimum Program
Requirements (MPR).
®

Describe the LEED
certification process.
Discuss a number of
the intents and general
strategies of the
®
numerous LEED v4
BD+C credits and
prerequisites.
Differentiate between
many of the referenced
standards used by
®
LEED .
Recognize synergies
between the various
®
LEED credits.

Green Associate Exam Prep Course
DURATION: Self-paced, 90 day access

Course Highlights
This self-paced online course gives you the tools that you need to prepare
for the Green Associate Exam. You will gain access to CaGBC Central,
our easy to use online platform for a period of 90 days. This online
classroom will contain video modules, a study guide, a candidate
handbook, presentation slides including additional notes, and over 500
exam practice questions. In addition, you will gain access to a discussion
forum, as well as scheduled live Q&A webinar sessions with one of our
knowledgeable instructors.

Instructor
WILLIAM MARSHALL Partner, Equilibrium
Engineering Inc. Will’s background draws on
extensive process and project management
experience in the commercial, institutional, and
industrial sectors. For the last nine years, he has been
directly involved in the design and implementation of
sustainable buildings and high performance
mechanical systems. Will is an experienced energy manager, a certified
measurement and verification professional, and a LEED certified AP.
During his career, he has worked on a variety of LEED rating systems
including NC, BD+C, EB:O&M, and CS. Moreover, Will has been involved
in all phases of the LEED building design and verification process, and
has acted as a technical expert, project manager, and as an educator.

